
Feds poised to issue vaccine & testing 
mandates for thousands of  employers: 
What’s in store for you?
Lockton Coronavirus Advisory Practice   September 14, 2021



Introductions, housekeeping 
and agenda

Edward Fensholt, J.D.

SVP, Director of Compliance Services
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Agenda

• The Biden plan

− Three rules for three classifications of employers (and no rules for a fourth)

− Bucket #3: Offering a choice between vaccine and frequent testing

− Timing

• Rules for starting or continuing to incentivize vaccines

• Employee benefits issues posed by the Biden plan

• Communicating with employees about the Biden plan and its options

• Clinical and recordkeeping considerations around the Biden plan and its options

• Questions and answers



The White House announcement & 
rules for incentivizing vaccines

Paula Day, J.D.

VP, Director of HR Compliance Consulting
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The “Path out of  the Pandemic” 

Vaccinating the 

unvaccinated

Keeping schools safely 

open

Protecting our economic 

recovery

Further protecting the 

vaccinated

Increasing testing & 

requiring masking

Improving care for those 

with COVID-19
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VACCINE MANDATE

Federal employees 
and contractors

VACCINE OR TESTING

Private employers* 
(100 or more employees)

VACCINE MANDATE

Healthcare 

providers

• Authorized through a new 

OSHA Emergency Temporary 

Standard (ETS) with an 

unknown release date

• Authorized through an 

executive order signed by 

President Biden for federal 

employees and certain 

federal contractors

• Authorized through the 

Centers for Medicare & 

Medicaid Services (CMS) for 

workers in healthcare settings 

that receive Medicare and 

Medicaid reimbursement

The “Plan” for vaccinating the unvaccinated

*Other than federal contractors and healthcare providers receiving federal money

https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/09/09/executive-order-on-ensuring-adequate-covid-safety-protocols-for-federal-contractors/
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The “Plan” and private employers

New OSHA Emergency Temporary Standard

What we know now:

• Covers private employers with 100 

or more employees

• No vaccine mandate, but

unvaccinated employees must 

produce a negative test result at 

least weekly before coming to work

• Requires paid time off for the 

vaccine and to recover from any 

side-effects

What is uncertain:

• How are employees counted? 

• Remote employees?

• Same as EEO-1 Reporting 

standard?

• Effective date?

• Enforcement?

• Testing options?

• Paid leave options?

(other than federal contractors and healthcare providers)
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The “Plan” and private employers
(other than federal contractors and healthcare providers)
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• How will testing be administered?

• Will there be enough tests?

• Who pays for the testing?

• Must employees be paid for time spent being 
tested?

• How will test results be reported?

• What will employers need to do to implement 
a testing program?

• How will the government enforce testing?

Testing uncertainties
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Vaccine mandates: Available options

MANDATE FOR ALL 

EMPLOYEES

MANDATE FOR CERTAIN 

EMPLOYEE GROUPS

MANDATE THE VACCINE

OR REQUIRE TESTING

OR OR
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What can you do now?

Communicate with 

your employees

• Acknowledge the Biden plan 

likely impacts your workforce 

• As information is available, it 

will be communicated

• Identify what you are 

doing now

Find out your employees’ 

vaccination status

What can employers ask?

• Are you fully vaccinated?

• If no, have you had at least 

one dose of the COVID-19 

vaccine?

• If no, will you be vaccinated in 

the next 30 days? 60 days?

What information can 

be collected?

• Vaccine card (no medical 

records)

• HR verification of card

• Attestation of vaccine status

• Third-party collection

Offer vaccine

incentives

What are employers offering?

• Cash

• Gifts

• Paid time off

What are the limitations?

• Vaccine offered by third 

party: No limitations

• Vaccine offered by employer: 

Cannot be so substantial as to 

be coercive

Offer accommodations

Maintain the confidentiality of 

vaccine records



Employee benefits issues posed by 
the Biden plan

Edward Fensholt, J.D.

SVP, Director of Compliance Services
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Benefits issues and the Biden plan

• Who pays for testing?

− Federal mandate that group health plans pay for diagnostic testing ordered by 

physicians

▪ Mandate remains in effect through mid-October, likely to be extended an 

additional 90 days

− Routine testing under Biden plan

▪ Payor is unclear

▪ If employees, may be reimbursed from FSAs, HRAs and HSAs

▪ If employers, does the testing program become an ERISA plan

• Incentivizing vaccinations as a medical plan-related wellness program



Communicating with your employees

Julie Gibson

EVP, Director of Marketing, Communications & External Affairs
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Things are even more confusing … and that’s okay

“There are the known knowns. These are the thing we know 

that we know. 

There are the known unknowns. That is to say, there are things 

that we know we don’t know. 

But there are also unknown unknowns. There are things we 

don’t know we don’t know.”

- Donald Rumsfeld
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Communicate, even when you don’t know

• Sample language:

− We are monitoring the new guidance announced by the administration last 

week — like you, we still have questions

− We anticipate it could take some time for OSHA to issue the new rules

− Once those rules are announced we will implement a plan that is right for 

our business

− In the meantime, …

▪ [Our policies remain unchanged …]

▪ [We encourage all unvaccinated employees to get vaccinated …]

▪ [We will begin the process of identifying tools to help document vaccine 

status/developing a process to ensure we can comply when the time right …]

− If you have questions, please reach out to [contact]
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Employer considerations

• Make the decision that is right for your organization

− Federal government

− Federal government contractor

− Healthcare organization taking Medicare or Medicaid

− Private company 100 or more employees

• Consider your client’s requirements — they have requirements that your teams 

will need to meet?

• Begin building the infrastructure to support your process; make it clear to 

communicate and simple to execute

• Leave politics out of the workplace; focus on compliance and what is required 

based on your organization

• Never say “never” … your people won’t forget
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• Identify and engage workplace influencers (i.e., 
celebrities, athletes)

• Employee advisory council 

• Workplace educational campaign

• Consider economic incentives for proof of vaccine

• Coming together opportunity

• Keep the conversation going

Resources:

• https://www.adcouncil.org/covid-vaccine

− Toolkits, PSAs, talking points

• https://www.healthaction.org/resources

− Employer specific 

Educate. Advocate. Communicate.
More than 40%

of vaccine hesitant 
Americans are in the 
‘movable middle’ …

Concerns range from 
”skeptical” to “open but 

concerned”

THEY WANT TO KNOW:

The vaccine is safe

The benefits far 
outweigh the risk

-The Ad Council

https://www.adcouncil.org/covid-vaccine
https://www.healthaction.org/resources
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Resources

Health Action Alliance

https://www.healthaction.org/vaccines101

The Ad Council

adcouncil.org/covid-vaccine

https://www.healthaction.org/vaccines101
adcouncil.org/covid-vaccine


Shealynn Buck, M.D.

Chief Medical Officer

Clinical considerations
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• COVID critical cases have been rapidly accelerating and 

now exceeding hospital capacity

• Critical care for children and adults severely limited due to 

staffing and supply challenges

• Critical patients having to be transported by ground and air 

ambulance to adjacent states

• Direct and indirect impact:

− Inability to provide care for non-COVID life-threatening 

cases

− Delays in care for critical cases

− Reduced access for non-critical care: Maternity, elective 

procedures

− Patient safety: Increase in hospital-acquired infections 

(HAIs)

• Cost double whammy: Increase in frequency + increase in 

cost of critical cases

− COVID hospitalization avg $25K-$50K

− Air ambulance/Extra-corporeal membrane oxygenation 

(ECMO) case $250K+

COVID-19 Delta variant

healthcare & financial impact

COVID-19 is now 3rd leading 

cause of death in U.S., up from 

8th leading cause in July 2021
-Peterson-KFF, Aug. 27, 2021

Image credit:  BMJ
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Unvaccinated risks of  COVID-19

4.5x

More likely than fully 

vaccinated to be infected

10x

More likely than fully 

vaccinated to be 

hospitalized

11xx

More likely than fully 

vaccinated to die

CDC report Sept. 10, 2021

90%+ of people in U.S. hospitals with COVID-19 are unvaccinated.
- CDC, Sept. 10, 2021
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Vaccine mandate – how will employees respond?

• 80-100 million of American impacted, 
which is 2/3 of the total U.S. workforce

• Most unvaccinated offered the choice 
of testing will take it

• Medical and religious vaccine 
exemptions will likely not exempt from 
weekly testing

• Employees will ask about antibody 
testing or documentation of prior 
infection — likely not exempt from 
weekly testing

• Multi-layer workplace protection will 
still be important — masks, social 
distancing, ventilation, hand hygiene

Percent of U.S. Receiving COVID-19 Vaccine by Age Group 

Reported to CDC through Sept. 9, 2021

18-24 yrs 25-39 yrs 40-49 yrs 50-64 yrs

Fully 

vaccinated
49.0% 53.2% 62.5% 71.1%

Vaccine attitudes – KFF COVID-19 Vaccine Monitor

• 3% of American adults are unvaccinated AND will get 

vaccinated ‘only if required’

• 14% of American adults are unvaccinated AND will 

‘definitely not’ get vaccinated (this % varies across 

demographics)

• 77% of ‘definitely not get the vaccine’ are insured and 

under 65

• 75% of ‘definitely not get the vaccine’ see getting the 

vaccine as a bigger risk than being infected

• 92% of unvaccinated employed adults do not want 

employer to require vaccination

“Regular surveillance/screening using rapid antigen tests 2-3 times per week can be an effective strategy to achieve 

high sensitivity (>95%) for identifying infected individuals.”
- J Infect Dis., June 30, 2021
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Testing, vaccinations & records management

• For vaccinations, direct employees to 

www.vaccine.gov

• Outstanding questions on who/when of 

boosters

• Employers will need robust records 

management

− Vaccine records

− Test records

− Exemptions, although this may be moot

• Records management vendors have emerged 

with apps and digital platforms

• Lockton Coronavirus Advisory Practice 

continues to vet vendors and track staffing and 

supply issues

• Contact your Lockton consultant to discuss 

vendor options specific to your needs

• On-site vaccinations and testing will not be 

feasible for majority of employers

− Healthcare staffing shortages

− Procurement and supply issues

− Limited vendors, long lead times and 

scheduling unpredictability

• Rapid screening test performed weekly to 

reduce transmission is not the same as 

diagnostic testing performed through send-

out labs

• 7 FDA-authorized, over-the-counter rapid 

tests for screening - not all available to 

consumers

− Self-test kits sold through retailers —

BinaxNOW, Ellume, QuickVue

− 10,000 U.S. pharmacies to perform free 

testing

• Still unknown: Who pays for screening tests?

http://www.vaccine.gov/
http://www.hhs.gov/coronavirus/community-based-testing-sites


Appendix
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Vaccine mandates: Where we are today

Government mandates

• Federal

• State

Federal law

• Title VII/ADA

• FDA approval status

• OSHA guidance
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Vaccine mandate concerns 
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American Benefits Council, 134 respondents (Aug. 5-16, 2021)

https://www.americanbenefitscouncil.org/pub/4D960C08-1866-DAAC-99FB-7B1B852FBD38
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Vaccine mandates: Available options

MANDATE FOR ALL 

EMPLOYEES

MANDATE FOR CERTAIN 

EMPLOYEE GROUPS

MANDATE THE VACCINE

OR REQUIRE TESTING

OR OR
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Vaccine mandates: Compliance concerns

Compensable time issue Paid leave for side effects
Workers’ compensation 

liability

• FLSA

• State/local law

• State/local COVID-19 specific 

paid sick leave laws

• State/local general paid sick 

leave laws

• Employer policy

• Likely a compensable claim

• Limited liability
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Important takeaways

• Fact intensive

• Case-by-case basis

• Document

Vaccine mandates: Developing an 
accommodation process
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Vaccine mandates: ADA accommodations

The basics: 

• What can an employer request?

• What would be a legitimate medical reason for not being vaccinated?

• What problems are employer’s encountering?

• When are accommodations required?
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Vaccine mandates: Religious accommodations

The basics: 

• What is required?

• What can an employer request?

• When might an employer question an employee’s claimed religious belief?

• When are religious accommodations required?
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Mandatory vaccine policy provisions

• Clearly identify the scope

• Include the rationale

• Identify the deadline for all doses (consider 
addressing boosters)

• Provide information about the available 
resources/locations for the vaccine

• Compensable time issues

• How to provide proof of the vaccine

• Identify the accommodation process

• Consequences for noncompliance
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• Can employers collect vaccine information? 

− Generally, yes

− Check state or local law

• What can employers ask?

− Are you fully vaccinated?

− If no, have you had at least one dose of the COVID-19 
vaccine?

− If no, will you be vaccinated in the next 30 days? 60 days?

• What information can be collected?

− Vaccine Card (no medical records)

− HR verification of card

− Attestation of vaccine status

− Third-party collection

• How should the information be maintained?

− Maintain confidentiality/separate file

Collecting vaccine information
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COVID-19 testing: Compliance concerns

Do employers pay for the 

routine COVID-19 tests?

Are employees paid for 

the time spent taking a 

COVID-19 test?

What happens when an 

employee tests positive?
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Vaccine incentives

• What are employers offering?

− Cash

− Gifts

− Paid time off

• What are the limitations?

− Vaccine offered by third party: No limitations

− Vaccine offered by employer: Cannot be so 

substantial as to be coercive

• Offer accommodations

• Maintain the confidentiality of vaccine records
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Vaccine status or mandates: Considerations for 
job applicants and new hires

• Comply with applicable state or local law.

• Make sure you have a legitimate business reason for asking.

• Decide when to address the issue with the applicant.

− If vaccines are mandated, include this in the job posting (along with reasonable 

accommodation statement).

− Ask a simple “yes” or “no” question on the application (include reasonable 

accommodation language).

− Ask the applicant in the interview (provide a script to your hiring team).

− If you are not mandating the vaccine, ask as a new hire.
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• Outside the health plan — “all vaccinated 

employees are entered into a lottery!” — is  an 

employment law issue; inside the health plan is 

an ERISA/HIPAA issue

− By “inside the health plan” we mean the 

incentive is a plan-related incentive, such as a 

premium differential or adjustment to other 

cost-sharing features, etc.

• Advantage of incentivizing inside the health 

plan: ERISA likely preempts state-imposed 

restrictions on workplace discrimination based 

on vaccination status

• Disadvantage of incentivizing inside the health 

plan: There are only so many levers you can 

pull, and limits on how far you can pull them

Incentivizing vaccinations …
A vaccination incentive 

initiative under a workplace 

wellness program tied to an 

ERISA plan has several 

advantages, including likely 

ERISA preemption of state-

based restrictions (e.g., vaccine 

rights laws), and a fairly clear 

set of rules.
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• Do treat the program as an activities-based
wellness program

− Offer reasonable alternatives or waivers to 
those who can’t or shouldn’t be vaccinated 
due to health status or can’t/shouldn’t in the 
allotted time frame

• Do offer a religious accommodation

• Do limit the value of the incentive, when 
aggregated with other activities- or outcomes-
based wellness incentives, to 30% of the baseline

− Baseline if only employees are incentivized: 
Total cost of self-only coverage for the 
coverage option in which the employee is 
enrolled

− Baseline if family members are incentivized: 
Total cost of the coverage tier that includes 
the family members

Vaccination status as a wellness 

program: Do’s

HOW TO TREAT EMPLOYER HSA 

CONTRIBUTIONS AS INCENTIVES

If an employer’s incentive in 

exchange for getting vaccinated is 

an HSA contribution, does that 

contribution count against the 

30% limit?

There are arguments that the HSA 

contribution is not adequately 

medical plan-related to count 

against the 30% (HSAs are not ERISA 

plans, for example), but best 

practice — and the likely view of 

federal regulators — is that the HSA 

contribution should count against 

the 30% limit.
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• Best practice: Do provide the incentive to 

those already vaccinated at the time the 

program is announced

− Don’t forsake or ignore the “early adopters” 

for voluntarily doing earlier what you now 

want the holdouts to do.

• Do maintain the confidentiality of vaccination 

status/records

Vaccination status as a wellness 

program: Do’s

WATCH ACA ISSUES:

Retroactive rewards: To avoid 
having to retroactively supply a 
reward or remove a surcharge, 
best practice is to:

− Announce the program

− Give employees and, as 
applicable, dependents a 
reasonable time to comply

− Implement the incentive 
after the close of that 
reasonable time

Do the same for new hires … give 
them a reasonable opportunity —
60 days? 90 days? — to achieve 
your goal before providing the 
incentive or imposing the 
surcharge.
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• Don’t condition medical plan eligibility on 
vaccination status

• Don’t impose premium or cost-sharing differentials 
outside of a wellness program structure … HIPAA 
nondiscrimination rules will bar that

• Don’t exclude or limit coverage of COVID-19 
treatment for unvaccinated individuals who 
contract the virus… even if you think not being 
vaccinated is a “dangerous activity”

− ADA issues; “court of public opinion” issues?

• Don’t run the vaccination program’s prescreening 
questionnaire process or ask a vendor for that 
information

− The prescreening information is a “medical 
inquiry” under the ADA and potentially “family 
medical history” under GINA

Vaccination status as a wellness 

program: Don’ts

WATCH ACA ISSUES:

Affordability: For ACA 
affordability purposes, everyone is 
deemed to be unvaccinated and 
thus the surcharge is added to the 
cost of coverage reported on line 
15 of the Form 1095-C.

It's a moot point for individuals 
who enroll in the employer's plan 
anyway, are enrolled nowhere, or 
are enrolled in coverage elsewhere 
(other than an ACA marketplace), 
as they can’t trigger an ACA 
penalty based on unaffordability of 
the employer’s coverage offer … 
that penalty is triggered by ACA 
marketplace subsidies, and 
subsidies are not available to 
individuals enrolled elsewhere.
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Odds & ends

• Will you require the booster if it is available for the employee?

• Will you push the booster deadline out far enough that the individuals who get 
their initial vaccination series in response to the incentive program will have the 
same booster deadline as those already vaccinated?

− E.g., set Jan. 1, 2022, as the deadline for the initial vaccine doses, Jan. 1, 2023, 
for the booster … individuals receiving their initial vaccine in Sept.-Dec. won’t 
qualify for the booster until mid-next year …

− … or provide an additional incentive for the booster and tell folks who can get it 
now (or soon) to do that within 90 days of their eligibility for it?

− How much complexity do you want to administer?

Boosters are now recommended after 8 months, even for those 
not immunocompromised
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Odds & ends

• The federal mandate to cover COVID testing at no cost remains in effect (because the 
HHS-declared national health emergency remains in effect).

− Out-of-network testing is payable at the provider’s published retail charge, unless there’s a 
network or other agreement; litigation around this

• Carriers that last year voluntarily waived cost sharing for COVID-19 treatment are rescinding 
that policy.

• Some states are implementing “vaccine rights” laws; ERISA preemption?

• The suspension of COBRA, HIPAA, and claims and appeals deadlines remains in effect 
(because the presidential national emergency remains in effect), subject to a 12-month outer 
window per action.

• ARPA COBRA subsidy window is closing Sept. 30 (in most cases); notice due by Sept. 15 (no less 
than 15 days before the window closes).

• Telehealth benefits below a high deductible are non-HSA disqualifying but only through the end 
of the plan year beginning in 2021.

• Cafeteria plans should be amended for COVID-related accommodations by Dec. 31, 2021… 
Lockton model amendment will be available very shortly.
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